Study on Impacts of Multiple Centralised Water Reuse Header from Consumer and Operator Perspectives
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ABSTRACT

Total Site Centralised Water Integration is an innovative system of reusing water among industries at an industrial site through the use of a Centralised Water Reuse Header. This allows industries along the Centralised Water Reuse Header to exchange water while the systems are managed and operated by a third-party. However, the suitable number of Centralised Water Reuse Header and the optimum range concentration are key factors yet to be considered. This paper presents a methodology to determine the optimum number as well as the optimum range of Centralised Water Reuse Header concentration. The approach is illustrated using a case study to demonstrate how different numbers of Centralised Water Reuse Header affects both the total savings enjoyed by consumers and the payback period for the operator’s investment for the system. Results of the study show that two units of Centralised Water Reuse Header offer operator of the system a payback period of 3.5 years with consumer benefitting a 50.9% of total cost savings on freshwater (76.8% reduction) and wastewater (89.6% reduction).
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INTRODUCTION

Water demand is anticipated to immensely increase over the coming years, particularly for the industrial sector [1]. In high-income countries, 70% of wastewater undergoes treatment. However, the statistics are different in low-income countries, where only 8% of wastewater is treated. On average, 80% of global generated wastewater are not appropriately treated [2].

These concerns have driven efforts towards extensive PI methodologies that have been developed for water minimisation over the past years. Starting from the works of Wang and Smith [3], water and wastewater minimisation via water integration have been widely extended to Total Site (TS) water minimisation [4].

Water Integration at TS is also known as Interplant Water Integration (IPWI). Olesen and Polley [5] work on IPWI considering the layout of plant and piping is one of the earliest work in this field. Keckler and Allen [6] developed mathematical optimisation to locate the potentials of water reuse in industrial parks. New IPWI configuration incorporating internal water main to collect water sources at a specific range of concentrations before utilised is proposed by Feng and Seider [7]. Liao et al. [8] combine pinch analysis based method with mathematical optimisation to solve the multiperiod problem in IPWI considering operational flexibility and cost of piping. Cross-plant pipelines and centralised utility hub were used to study direct and indirect IPWI integration [9]. Water cascade analysis [10] was initially developed for a single water network and later extended by Foo [11] for IPWI integration. Bandyopadhyay et al. [12] developed algorithmic decomposition technique on segregated targeting problems. Chen et al. [13] proposed a new technique of IPWI via central and decentralised water mains (reservoir). Sahu and Bandyopadhyay [14] developed a rigorous algebraic algorithm for IPWI with two plants. Boix et al. [15] identify the suitability of adding regeneration unit for IPWI with three plants. Alnouri et al. [16] proposed pipeline branching options for direct IPWI. Jia et al. [17] studies IPWI by considering water supply constraint with differential water price. Alnouri et al. [18] extended IPWI methodology with pipeline branching options by adding regeneration and wastewater treatment. Liu et al. [19] identify the possibilities of mixing in IPWI. Recently, Alnouri et al. [20] studied on zero liquid discharge (central and decentralised) IPWI.

Fadzil et al. [21] proposed an innovative methodology of Total Site Centralised Water Integration (TS-CWI) using Centralised Water Reuse Header (CWRH). The methodology offers a more straightforward and practical interplant water network for implementation. The third-party owning the CWRH system provides an opportunity for industries to make profits by selling their water sources to the CWRH while buying inexpensive low-grade water for reusing purposes since not every process needs clean freshwater to operate. The owner of the system also responsible for protecting confidential data and information from various companies.

However, there is a concern about how the number of CWRH affecting consumer and operator. Increasing the number of CWRH could potentially have effects on TS freshwater requirement and wastewater generation. With multiple CWRH, the consumer has various choices of water sources at different concentrations and tariff to use for their benefit. Additional CWRH increase the complexity of the TS water network, and it could have effects on the operator’s payback period. Hence, it is desired to study the effects of increasing the number of CWRH.

Problem statement

Different concentrations of water sources and demands from various different plants are demonstrated as the case study. The water network of the industrial site is assumed as a single pseudo-contaminant. Liu et al. [22] propose that the water network can be
assumed as a single contaminant by controlling other contaminants within set boundaries. For example, river or sea water can be used for cooling purposes despite having multiple contaminants because other contaminants concentration are kept below the limit by using the pre-treatment system such as filtration.

Each plant at an industrial site is situated along CWRH. The CWRH is constructed according to the sequence (existing location) of the plant at an industrial site. A header water source is a pump from upstream to downstream plant.

The concentration range of each header is controlled by the operator of the CWRH system – the CWRH accept only water sources with controlled concentrations of the other contaminant within boundaries. Figure 1 shows the illustration of an industrial site with four one-way CWRH system.

The aim of the work is to study the impact of multiple CWRH on both consumer’s operating cost and operator’s payback period.

Figure 1. Industrial site with four one-way CWRH system

**METHODS**

Detailed methodology of TS-CWI has been discussed by Fadzil et al. [21]. The methodology of TS-CWI is revised and listed below:

- Step 1: Data of water sources and water demands (Flowrate and contaminant concentration) for each Plant \( i \) involved in the system is extracted;
- Step 2: Specify the number of Headers \( j \) and concentration range for each Header \( j \);
- Step 3: Flowrate, mass load and concentration of water source from Header \( j \) received by Plant \( i \) is calculated using eq. (1-3):

\[
F_{i,j}^{\text{received}} = \sum_{i=n,j=1}^{n} F_{i,j}^{\text{individual sources}} + F_{i,1,j}^{\text{unutilised}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
m_{i,j}^{\text{received}} = \sum_{i=n,j=1}^{n} m_{i,j}^{\text{individual sources}} + m_{i,1,j}^{\text{unutilised}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
C_{i,j}^{\text{received}} = \frac{m_{i,j}^{\text{received}} \times 1,000}{F_{i,j}^{\text{received}}} \tag{3}
\]

where \( F \) [t/h] is flowrate, \( m \) [kg/h] is mass load, \( C \) [ppm] is contaminant concentration, \( i \) is the plant number and \( j \) is the number of headers.

- Step 4: Total Site Centralised – Water Cascade Table (TSC-WCT) [23] is constructed to calculate the minimum Plant \( i \) water source extracted from Header \( j \). Freshwater requirement and wastewater generated for Plant \( i \) are also obtained in Step 4. The value can be obtained in column 3 of the final TSC-WCT.
Concentration is the same as the concentration of water source received. The mass load is calculated using eq. (4):

$$m^\text{extracted}_{i,j} = \frac{F^\text{extracted}_{i,j} \times C^\text{extracted}_{i,j}}{1,000}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

TSC-WCT is calculated based on two key steps below:
- Step 4(i): Header flowrate \([F_{H(i)}]\) targeting. Header flowrate is targeted from the lowest quality to the highest quality. Freshwater flowrate \((F_{FW})\) is then targeted as the highest quality of water sources available;
- Step 4(ii): Header flowrate \([F_{H(i)}]\) adjustment. Header flowrate is then adjusted from the highest quality to the lowest quality;
- Step 5: Flowrate of plant \((i)\) unutilised water source is calculated using eq. (5):

$$F^\text{unutilised}_{i,j} = F^\text{received}_{i,j} - F^\text{extracted}_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Step 3 to 5 is repeated for the subsequent Plant \((i)\) until the last plant along CWRH. TS minimum freshwater requirement \((F_{TS,FW})\) is calculated using eq. (6). The TS wastewater flowrate \((F_{TS,WW})\) sent to the centralised Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) is calculated using eq. (7). The mass load \((m_{TS,WW})\) and concentration \((C_{TS,WW})\) of TS wastewater are calculated using eq. (8) and eq. (9):

$$F_{TS,FW} = \sum_{i=n}^{n} F_{i,FW}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$F_{TS,WW} = \sum_{i=n}^{n} F_{i,WW} + \sum_{i=n,j=1}^{n} F^\text{unutilised}_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$m_{TS,WW} = \sum_{i=n}^{n} m_{i,WW} + \sum_{i=n,j=1}^{n} m^\text{unutilised}_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$C_{TS,WW} = \frac{m_{TS,WW} \times 1,000}{F_{TS,WW}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

The remaining unutilised water source from each header are sent for treatment to the centralised WWTP. Water sources with contaminant concentrations exceed header concentration range set in Step 2 are also sent to the centralised WWTP. It is suggested for the operator to only bought sufficient water sources to satisfy the water demand of the system.

Figure 2 shows the location of received, extracted and unutilised flowrate in TS-CWI.

---

**Figure 2.** Location of received, extracted and unutilised flowrate in TS-CWI
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An industrial site that consists of five plants located along the CWRH is solved to illustrate the methodology. Single pseudo-contaminant (TDS) is assumed for the water network. The TS initial freshwater requirement is 2,865 t/h, and the initial wastewater generation is 2,635 t/h. The analysis is performed on the Case Study, with one CWRH to up to four CWRH to study the effects of increasing the number of CWRH. Data of water sources and demands of each plant is obtained from Fadzil et al. [21] presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Water sources and demands data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant A</th>
<th>Plant B</th>
<th>Plant C</th>
<th>Plant D</th>
<th>Plant E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-A1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>S-B1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-A2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>S-B2</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-A3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>S-B3</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-A4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>S-B4</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-A5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>S-B5</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-A1</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>D-B1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-A2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>D-B2</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-A3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>D-B3</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-A4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>D-B4</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-A5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>D-B5</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: F is flowrate, C is concentration, Source is denoted as S in-stream name and Demand is denoted as D in-stream name.

The minimum and maximum concentrations of water sources accepted by the CWRH is kept constant at 10 to 400 ppm. The interval is increased by 20 ppm to find the optimum CWRH concentration range for each Case Studies. The optimum header concentration range is obtained at the highest consumer’s total saving and lowest operator’s payback period. Water sources with contaminant concentrations above 400 ppm are not accepted by the system for water reuse but sent directly to the centralised WWTP.

The optimum header concentration range

Determining the optimum CWRH concentration range is vital since it can affect the economics of the system. The optimum concentration range for each CWRH is determined based on consumer and operator perspectives.

As a consumer, the CWRH concentration range is optimum if the system capable of providing the most significant cost reduction for each plant involved in the system.

As an operator, the CWRH concentration range is optimum if the system is profitable and return in a short amount of time. Table 2 shows the comparison of optimum CWRH concentration range between consumer and operator perspectives for each Case Studies.

From Table 2, additional CWRH have a positive effect on freshwater reduction whether the system is built from the consumer or operator perspectives as multiple CWRH gives more flexibility for consumer to choose a wide range of water source to be efficiently reused for their processes. The consumer might opt a water source at lower tariff to reduce their operating cost.

From the consumer perspectives, additional CWRH increase the total cost savings by 19.2% and increase the operator’s payback period by 0.4 years. Case Study 3H and 4H benefit consumer the most with 73.0 and 78.4% of total cost saving. Conversely, the operator suffered a negative profit for both systems. It is not ideal for the operator to build three or four CWRH system. The operator could have just built a single CWRH and attain a payback at 4.1 years.

From the operator perspectives, the operator can obtain the lowest payback of 3.5 years by constructing a two CWRH system. Adding the second CWRH gives a 0.6 years faster payback period with further total savings of 50.9% for the consumer.
Table 2. Comparison of optimum CWRH concentration range between consumer and operator perspectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Studies</th>
<th>Operator perspectives</th>
<th>Consumer perspectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1H 2H 3H 4H</td>
<td>1H 2H 3H 4H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWRH concentration range [ppm]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>10-400 10-80 10-80 10-400</td>
<td>10-140 10-140 10-140 10-140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>80-400 80-320 80-240 140-400</td>
<td>140-160 140-160 140-160 140-160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>320-400 240-280 160-400</td>
<td>160-220 160-220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>280-400 280-400 280-400</td>
<td>220-400 220-400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Consumer | | |
| Freshwater reduction [%] | 61.9 76.8 77.2 77.2 | 61.9 82.0 82.5 86.3 |
| Wastewater reduction [%] | 89.6 89.6 89.6 89.6 | 89.6 89.6 89.6 89.6 |
| Total cost savings [%] | 48.8 50.9 52.6 53.4 | 48.8 68.0 73.0 78.4 |

| Operator | | |
| Total capital cost [USD] | 3,189,229 2,912,607 3,475,252 4,004,524 | 3,189,229 3,843,766 4,976,003 5,384,442 |
| Total operating cost [USD/year] | 4,017,375 2,815,500 3,622,270 4,371,209 | 4,017,375 4,838,051 7,159,606 7,711,508 |
| Payback period [years] | 4.1 3.5 3.7 3.9 | 4.1 4.5 - - |
| NPV at 23 years [USD] | 58,470,790 116,475,872 104,279,666 94,726,865 | 58,470,790 40,223,488 −18,079,980 −13,048,566 |

It is crucial for the operator to determine the optimum CWRH concentration range since incorrect CWRH concentration range could upturn the payback period by manifold. Using Case Study 2H as an example, the payback period can be reduced up to 1 year if the first CWRH concentration range is 10-140 ppm instead of 10-80 ppm. Proper identification of the optimum concentration for each CWRH of Case Study 3H and 4H could ensure a profitable business for the operator.

In conclusion, if the optimum CWRH concentration range is determined from the consumer’s perspective (to obtain the highest total cost-saving), the operator could suffer negative profit as in Case Study 3H and 4H (see Table 2). Conversely, if the optimum CWRH concentration range is determined from the operator perspective (to obtain the lowest payback period), the system is certain to yield a profit to the operator with the lowest payback period achievable in any Case Study (see Table 2). In either situation, the consumer still gains benefits no less than 48.8% because the system provides reuse opportunity for each consumer to reduce dependency solely on freshwater. Therefore, the optimum CWRH concentration must be determined from the operator perspectives (lowest payback period).

**Economic analysis**

The practicability of the system is evaluated through economic analysis. Both perspectives of consumer and operator are applied to compare between each Case Studies. Capital and operating cost of piping, pump and WWTP are calculated based on Seider [24]. The calculations basis as indicated:

- Operating hours are 8,000 h/year;
- The construction period is 3 years, plant life is 20 years and depreciation is 10% of the total capital cost;
- Consumer buying cost per unit [USD/t] for freshwater, H1, H2, H3 and H4 are 3, 2.8, 2.6, 2.4 and 2.2;
- Consumer selling cost per unit [USD/t] for H1, H2, H3 and H4 are 1.4, 1.3, 1.2 and 1.1;
- One unit of the pump is used per pipeline. The material (\(F_M = 1.35\)) is cast steel and the type (\(F_T = 1.50\)) is single-stage pump (1,800 shaft rpm);
- Cost per unit of electricity is USD 0.1/kWh;
- Cost per unit of WWTP operation is USD 0.5/t;
- Cost per unit of pipeline construction is USD 100/m;
- Distance between processes within Plant (\(i\)) is 0.1 km, and the distance between Plant (\(i\)) and Plant (\(i + 1\)) is 1 km. The total distance from Plant A to E is 4 km. Adding an additional 1 km from Plant E to the centralised WWTP;
- Cost of piping and pumping is incurred by a plant that received water source from other plants [only for Case Study based on Superstructure Optimisation (SO)].

**Consumer perspectives.** The system is purely built and incurred by the operator of the system. Hence, the consumer only needs to consider the cost of operating their plant. This includes the cost of freshwater, buying header water sources from the system and cost of wastewater treatment.

Initially, without any efforts of integration, each plant depends wholly on freshwater to satisfy its water demand and directly send their unused wastewater for treatment. The initial TS cost of freshwater is USD 68,760,000, while the TS cost of wastewater treatment is USD 10,540,000. The initial TS annual operating cost is USD 79,300,000.

Consumer are able to minimise their dependency on freshwater as the CWRH system provide lower purity water sources to maximise water reuse among plants at an industrial site. Table 3 and Table 4 shows the consumer economic analysis summary.

Table 3. Consumer economic analysis summary (in terms of flowrate)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Freshwater</th>
<th>Wastewater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1H</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>1,091.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3H</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>652.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4H</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>653.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>2,865</td>
<td>608.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Consumer economic analysis summary (in terms of cost)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Initial [USD/year]</th>
<th>Final [USD/year]</th>
<th>Final operating cost [USD/year]</th>
<th>Overall savings [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Wastewater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>H buy</td>
<td>H sell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1H</td>
<td>68,760,000</td>
<td>10,540,000</td>
<td>26,199,432</td>
<td>39,719,668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H</td>
<td>68,760,000</td>
<td>10,540,000</td>
<td>15,984,359</td>
<td>47,360,809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3H</td>
<td>68,760,000</td>
<td>10,540,000</td>
<td>15,665,833</td>
<td>45,477,795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4H</td>
<td>68,760,000</td>
<td>10,540,000</td>
<td>15,682,962</td>
<td>44,032,977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>68,760,000</td>
<td>10,540,000</td>
<td>15,604,545</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: H buy indicate consumer buy water source from the CWRH, H sell indicate consumer sell their water source to the CWRH

Wide range of water sources available enables the consumer to be efficiently reused for their processes. For example, process D-D4 required water sources at 300 ppm. In Case Study 1H, the available water sources are S-DH1 at 202.3 ppm, while in Case Study 4H, the available water sources are S-DH4 at 252.6 ppm. Water sources from H4 are at a lower tariff compared to H1 and still can be used by process D-D5. Which, in turn, reducing the operating cost. Therefore, an increase in the number of CWRH has a benefit of freshwater reduction.

In terms of wastewater reduction, there are no changes in Case Studies with CWRH system because the maximum concentrations of water sources accepted by the system is fixed at 400 ppm for all Case Studies.

Water Integration via SO is the direct integration of water source and demands from each plant. The integration is conducted by assuming all water sources and demands from different plants as one plant. The method is preferable to achieve higher overall reduction (79.77%) on both freshwater and wastewater. This is because the cost of buying and selling of water source from CWRH is not applicable. However, regardless of having a higher reduction in freshwater and wastewater, the resulted water network is too complicated to be implemented. The piping arrangement may become more costly if the cost factor of distance is added. The issues of industries sharing information and confidential data for plant integration may make it less practical. The capital cost and operating cost of each industry may increase since they are required to build their own WWTP. On the other hand, the Case Study could have been improved by implementing...
CWRH system as the integration method to promote water reuse between each plant. The system is more practical to be applied in real-life situation since the water network is more straightforward and less costly as compared to the SO method. CWRH system is operated by a third-party. This ensures that confidential data of each plant is protected. The operator is also the investor for the centralised WWTP in the industrial site area. The optimal TS water network via SO is illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Optimal TS water network via superstructure optimisation](image)

**Operator perspectives.** As the operator, both operating and capital cost of the system are included in the economic analysis. Capital cost includes the cost of pump, piping and centralised WWTP. The operating cost includes the electricity cost of pumping, the operation of WWTP and the buying of water sources from industries. The profit comes from the sales of water sources to industries. The operator economic analysis summary is presented in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Capital cost [USD]</th>
<th>Operating cost [USD/year]</th>
<th>Sales [USD/year]</th>
<th>Payback period [year]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Piping</td>
<td>Pump</td>
<td>WWTP</td>
<td>Pump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1H</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>17,007</td>
<td>2,572,221</td>
<td>570,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2H</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
<td>24,188</td>
<td>1,688,419</td>
<td>1,029,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3H</td>
<td>1,710,000</td>
<td>32,844</td>
<td>1,732,408</td>
<td>1,763,392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4H</td>
<td>2,230,000</td>
<td>40,416</td>
<td>1,734,107</td>
<td>2,509,481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: H buy indicate operator buy water source from the consumer, H sell indicate operator sell their water source to the consumer

Capital cost increase as the number of CWRH increases because more CWRH requires more piping and pumping. Cost of buying water sources from industries is high for 1H because all quality of water sources hinge on only one water tariff. Increasing the number of CWRH can reduce the cost where the operator can buy the lower quality of water sources at a lower tariff.

Sales for Case Study 1H is the lowest because industries have a limit on only the quality of water sources other than freshwater. This also reflects on the cost of WWTP, where water sources are poorly utilised, and a high amount of water sources is sent to the centralised WWTP for treatment.

With four units of CWRH, the consumer can buy water sources at four different tariffs. This reduces the sales for the operator because some of the industries might choose to procure water source at lower tariff to reduce their own operating cost.
Two units of CWRH gives the lowest payback period for the operator with only 3.5 years. The total capital cost of the system is USD 2,912,607 comprises a total of 12 km pipeline with pumps and the centralised WWTP. The total annual operating cost of the system is USD 2,815,500 comprises of pumping electricity cost (USD 1,029,844), WWTP operation (USD 1,785,657) and procurement of water sources from each plant (USD 25,480,000). Total profits earned from selling water sources are USD 47,360,809. The optimal TS water network with two units of CWRH is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Optimal TS water network with two units of CWRH
CONCLUSIONS

As a final point, determining the optimal CWRH concentration range has to be carefully considered in order to avoid any drawbacks to the operator. The optimum CWRH concentration range needs to be determined from the operator perspective to ensure that the system is profitable and that the lowest payback period is achieved for the system. Determining CWRH concentration range from the consumer perspective may result in a negative profit for the operator. In addition, increasing the number of CWRH does have a trade-off effect on both consumer’s total cost savings and operator’s payback period. The consumer can reduce their operating cost with a higher number of CWRH because it enables the industry to purchase lower quality water at a lower tariff. However, increasing the number of CWRH reduces the operator’s sales because a higher number of CWRH provide more ranges of water sources with a lower tariff. The consumer could opt to only procure lower tariff, thereby reducing the operator profit. A higher number of CWRH also increases the cost to build the system.

Taking everything into account, 50.9% of consumer’s operating cost can be reduced with two units of CWRH. This also yields the most benefits to the operator of the system with the lowest payback period of 3.5 years. Three or four units of CWRH could have given higher total cost savings for the consumer (52.6 and 53.4%), at the expense of a longer payback period for the system (3.7 and 3.9 years).

Future research and development work will consider multiple contaminants in the system. The addition of the regeneration unit also needs to be studied to further improve the CWRH system. Heat recovery, fouling factor, and detail analysis of the pipeline size is essential for future improvement of the system.
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